DRONE RECORDS NEWSFLASH

NOVEMBER 2012

Dear Droners, we present you more music for a much needed "liquefaction of reality" - here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for NOVEMBER 2012, the 7th "Newsflash"-update this year!
(as many had problems to read it last time we send this now unformatted - a formatted version can be seen / downloaded from: www.dronerecords.de/download/Newsflash12-11.pdf

DRONE RECORDS LABEL NEWS: finally out! :

* ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Sweet Dreams

10"

Substantia Innominata SUB-17

2012 *

3-track EP by the legendary experimental project from Illinois / Chicago-area around DAN BURKE, one of the inventors of what once was called "Ambient Industrial", undergoing through many musical changes through their almost 30 years of existence;
SWEET DREAMS is an almost psychedelic record, using many incredible acousmatic sounds coming from field recordings & instrumental sources; lim. 500, 3-colour vinyl (green-blue-white mixture) with stunning artwork by TILMANN BENNINGHAUS,
Berlin, and mastering by THOMAS DIMUZIO !!
€12,00

SPECIAL LABEL PROMOTION OF THE MONTH: *COLD SPRING RECORDS*:
Until the next Newsflash-mailout all CDs by the British Industrial Label COLD SPRING you can find in our mailorder-programme on www.dronerecords.de have a special discount of 30%!! (Old price: 13 Euro --> new price: 9,10 Euro!). Prices are not
changed in the database, but you can use it for ordering as usual.
www.dronerecords.de/search.html?text=COLD+SPRING&x=0&y=0

personal RECOMMENDATIONS & some MAILORDER HIGHLIGHTS: two very impressive "drone" do-LPs are out by JON MUELLER & JIM PLOTKIN and ELIANE RADIGUE, LUIGI TURRA mesmerized us with his KItrilogy (3 x CD on and/OAR), GODSPEED YOU! BLACK EMPOROR are back with a fantastic (and very droney) album, same with BIOTA (on CD) who never fail to surprise, also BIG CITY ORCHESTRA have a new 7" out
that is crazier than ever, PETER CUSACK documentated "dangerous places" with a great book & doCD, RUDOLF EB.ER churned us up with his unbearable ritual performance muzak, ERIK M and ELAINIE LILLIOS
present high-class musique concrete & electro-acoustic, and VRESNITs Sergey Ilchuk is back with a new "transcendental ambience" project named SIYANIE.... we can also offer a very limited NADJA / N - LP, CD reissues of the long long deleted "mort aux vaches"album by MAEROR TRI and an old SMALL CRUEL PARTY tape, the vinyl-version (do-LP) of THOMAS KÖNERs latest album, a new SKY BURIAL album feat. JARBOE &
TROUM, crazy vinyl-boxes by MERZBOW and WILLIAM BASINSKI, MYRNINEREST (new David Tibet project) on LP, CD and 12", new NEUROSIS and MONO albums, and interesting new label releases by EE TAPES,
EDITIONS MEGO, PAN, KORM PLASTICS, UNFATHOMLESS, etc. etc.. and for pre-order the "last TG recordings with Peter Christopherson" (X-TG) on do-LP & do-CD !
As always, pre-orders & reservations are possible. Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs! Please note the minimum
order is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de. All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for
very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, almost all labels offer samples on their website.
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de
BUILD DREAM MACHINES THAT HELP US TO WAKE UP!
BaraKa[H]

NR.
1

TITLE
ABSENT MUSIC - Absent EP

FORMAT LABEL & CAT- YEAR?
NR
-

SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS -

PRICE

2012

rare material from cassette compilations by this 80's Belgian minimal wave act; lim.
250 professionally printed / oversized cover

€8,50

€15,00

www.editionsmego.com

7"

EE Tapes EV06

LP

Editions MEGO
Emego 127v

2012

project of ILPO VAISANEN (PAN SONIC) and DIRK DRESSELHAUS
(SCHNEIDER TM), creating unclassifiable experimental freeform drones, using all
kinds of electronic sources & real objects (like glassbowls, metals, wood, grass,
etc.), feat. many guest-musicians as HILDUR GUDNADOTTIR, BJ NILSEN and
OREN AMBARCHI

MORE INFO WWW
www.eetapes.be

2

ANGEL - 26000

3

ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE Insekno (index)

CD-R

Tentacles of
Perception
Recordings 042

2010

recordings of insects made 1994 in Czech Republic (direct to DAT); comes with fullcolour cover & postcard

€10,00

www.artificialmemorytrace.com

4

ARTIFICIAL MEMORY TRACE Where the Language might be
born

CD-R

Tentacles of
Perception
Recordings 017

200x

a "soundsketch for radio" from sound-workshops with autistic children, recorded
1999-2000 in Belgium, also some other "sono-biotops" are mixed in (insects & fire,
forest ambience, ec..); full colour cover

€10,00

www.artificialmemorytrace.com

5

BASINSKI, WILLIAM - The
Disintegration Loops

2012

crazy collector's item! All four volumes of "The disintegration Loops" for the first time
on vinyl, plus lots of special / unreleased material, spread on 9 LPs, 5 CDs, plus the
rare film on DVD, and a 144p. BOOK with liner notes by DAVID TIBET, ANTONY,
etc.. expensive but truly unique !!

€329,00

www.temporaryresidence.com

6

BAZE.DJUNKIII - presents Pink
Minimalism

2012

ENGRAVE YOURSELF! ANTI-RECORD! A completely blank PINK 7"-vinyl with no
grooves at all, in order to become creative with this medium on your own and make

€6,50

9 x LP / 5 x
Temporary Residence
CD + DVD
TRR194
BOX
7"

Intraunterin
Recordings / Anti-Art

1

Series #1

7

8

BENE GESSERIT - A high, happy,
perverse and cynical Cry of Joy

BIG CITY ORCHESTRA - Salty
Sea Shanties

CD

7"

EE Tapes EE24

Ubuibi Org.

it a very personal record...."a gift to all free spirits out there"... lovely idea! lim. ed.
120 copies

2012

re-issue of legendary album (1985, Insane Music) by this very experimental /
dadaistic minimal synth-pop-industrial duo from Belgium around ALAIN NEFFE,
weird & atonal muses with female vocals, obscure, naive & hysteric.. and beautiful
(!), not too far away from stuff like D.D.A.A., but more electronic.. . lim. 500, two
7"es were added as bonus material

2012

right in time to BCO's "SONIC UTOPIA" tour October 2012 through Europe & the
30th anniversary of the band (= BILGE SEAWEED ORCASTRUA for this relase)
this 7" comes on oceanic split-coloured vinyl (half light & half dark blue) with six
tracks of weird ocean-tales songs between earplay & craziness, that proof once
again BCO are on of the most exceoptional "bands" on earth, and beyond.. well, not
really a "band", rather a mystery we still fail to understand; feat. ROBO, DAVID
AELLEN, CHERYL E. LEONARD, etc..

€6,00

€13,00

www.rermegacorp.com

€7,50

www.sangoplasmo.com

€13,00

www.eetapes.be

www.ubuibi.org/uB-main.html

9

BIOTA - Cape Flyaway

CD

ReR Megacorp ReR
BCD7

2012

the unique collective from Colorado is back - having created again incredible music
like bizarre paintings, often centered around subtle folk-themes & female singing =>
like listening to three different records at the same time (one backwards) with
confusing/exciting effect - surrealistic music which needs NEW parts of your brain!!
"for them time is a continuum rather than a sequence of events; a simultaneous
present in which past and future possibilities exist conterminously"; incl. 24p colour
booklet

10

BIRDS BUILD NESTS
UNDERGROUND - Kiss

MC

Sangoplasmo
Records SANGO022

2012

C-45, the Czech plunderphonic duo in a very dark & droney mood... beautiful &
sombre stuff, has been recorded live in a Synagogue in Samorin, Slovakia; lim. 100,
professional cover & duplication

11

BLISCAPPEN VAN MARIA Bliscepen

LP

Fourth Dimension
Records FDLP81

2012

debut album for a Swiss band doing side-long dark psychedelic improvisations in
the way of TAJ MAHAL TRAVELLERS, etc.. lim. 500 w. download coupon

€15,00

www.fourth-dimension.net

€17,50

www.silkentofu.bigcartel.com

12

BRUME / OUBLIER ET MOURIR A Year to live

13 COLLEY, JOE - Anthem
14

15

CRAWLING CHAOS Spookhouse

CUSACK, PETER - Sounds from
dangerous Places

16 DE/MUTE - Image

LP

Silken Tofu stx.24

2012

split LP inspired by the book of the same name by STEPHEN LEVINE about
preparing for death in order to live more consciously inside every moment;
OUBLIER ET MOURIR is the ambient side of ANEMONE TUBE; BRUME has an
incredible side-long dark ambient-drone noise & poetry track in different parts,
haunting & captivating & always changing! lim. 300 copies on white vinyl, with
postcard and very nice 320gr. full-colour cover

LP

Misantrophic Agenda
MAR 036

2012

collection of tracks from limited edition releases (2001-2006) with the fantastic sidelong title piece; all for the first time on vinyl, lim. 200 deluxe cover, Side B ends in a
lock groove

€25,00

www.misanthropicagenda.com

CD

EE Tapes EE25

2012

last / unpublished recordings (1987) from this 80's "post punk art rock ensemble"
from UK who had early releases on legendary FACTORY Records

€13,00

www.eetapes.be

ReR Megacorp
PC3&4

2012

"What can we learn of dangerous places?" - for this fascinating project PETER
CUSACK has visited "dangerous places" in Chernobyl and Azerbaijan (Caspian Oil
fields) & recorded acoustic phenomena & atmospheres as ghost towns,
radiometers, wildlife, people, nuclear, military, greenhouse gases; this acoustic
psycho-geographic journey comes with an impressive book (hardcover, 100 colour
images, 80 pages) and two PDF files on the CD with more images

€20,00

www.rermegacorp.com

dE / mutE

2011

the debut album for this "cosmic dark ambience" project from Germany, electronic
drones & sequencer-tones submerged in endless spaces... numbered. ed. 35

€7,50

http://demute.backupsustain.de

do-CD &
BOOK

CD-R

2

copies, oversized photo-cover. To discover !

17 DE/MUTE - Visual Noise

18 DHOMONT, FRANCIS - Birthdays

CD-R &
booklet

LP

dE / mutE

2012

the german drone/ambient project asked via internet to send art-photographs to
create music to it; "VISUAL NOISE" shows the result, 7 tracks for 7 photos,
somewhere between BAD SECTOR & dark TANGERINE DREAM maybe, comes in
DVD-digipack & 16p. full-colour booklet with texts to the pics; nice idea / project,
recommended if you like electronic ambience; lim. 100

Beniffer Editions
BFF130LP

2012

new recordings (four pieces) created 2007-2010 by the now 85 years old French
composer; one sided white vinyl picture disc, with backside screen-printed, lim. 300
only

€18,00

€23,00

www.pan-act.com

€18,00

http://demute.backupsustain.de

DILLOWAY, AARON & JASON
19 LESCALLEET - Grapes and
Snakes

LP

PAN Records PAN 30

2012

first collab by these two American underground noise artists (ex WOLF EYES, etc.),
using mainly analog synths & tape manipulation for their "foggy psychoacoustic
mass"; lim. ed. in the typical / famous PAN design (pro-press colour jacket in
silkscreened PVC sleeve)

20 DMDN - Kapotte Muziek by...

7"

Korm Plastics KP
8098

2012

re-found/arranged lost recordings made for the "Kapotte Muziek by" series by
DMDN (member of THU20) years ago, lim. 100 only (of which only 50 are available
for distribution) and the last installment in the series

€12,00

www.kormplastics.nl

21

DUPLANT, BRUNO - Quelques
Usines Fantomes

CD

Unfathomless U13

2012

"Some Ghost Factories" - new field recording composer on the MYSTERY SEA
sublabel - dedicated to TOSHIYA TSUNODA; fabric-pressed CD, numbered ed.
200 copies

€14,00

www.unfathomless.net

22

EB.ER, RUDOLF - Extreme
Rituals

LP

Erratum EM007

2012

two symphonies (rituals) for hooters, scrapings, screamings & unidentifiable organic
sounds => very radical & pestering soundscapes made with lots of vocal sources,
really extraordinary & emotional material by the "art-brut-shamanist"
(SCHIMPFLUCH, RUNZELSTIRN & GURGELSTOCK), recorded in Osaka 2011

€15,00

www.erratum.org

EMME YA / NUIT - Hau-Hra
23 (Hymns ov Adoration to SethApep / Coiled purple Splendour)

CD

Noctivagant N-EY001

2012

the Columbian occult drone/ambient project with a new incarnation (NUIT),
combining ritualistic drone sounds with vocal mantras and "female magick poetry"...
creating an incredible strange atmosphere..

€13,00

www.nvagant.com

24 ERIK M - Transfall

CD

Room40 RM 449

2012

collection of six works by the highly idiosyncratic french musique concrete
composer, incl. the epic AUSTRAL; very challenging & demanding compositions,
dense & suspenseful, using ensemble/instrumental sounds & field recordings

€13,00

www.room40.org

MC

Masters Chemical
Society MCS101

2012

rare MC-only by the Swiss musique concrete artist; almost earplay-like at times,
imagine a mixture of LIONEL MARCHETTI and BIG CITY ORCHESTRA; C-40, lim.
60

€8,50

€14,00

€8,00

25

ESSEIVA, KIKO C. - Parcours
fleche

26

FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC Rishikesh

CD

Unfathomless U11

2012

the favoured Russian project presents field recordings from two highly interesting
places in India (Ganges river, Himalaya, and the ancient city of Vrindavan), all
recorded in the middle of the night - very special atmosphere; fabric-pressed CD,
numbered ed. 200 copies, in the typical artwork-style (beautiful patterns from nature
& natural objects) of Daniel Crokaert

27

FREIBAND - At home at last. Six
Songs seek Shetler

MC

BEAM ENDS be13

2011

unreleased material from the archives, lim. 30 only, professional duplication & cover

28

GLASS, PHILIP Rework_Remixes

do-LP

Kora Records TKRLP
26

2012

remix-collection of GLASS-pieces (2012 marks his 75th birthday) by JOHANN
JOHANNSSON, PETER BRODERICK, AMON TOBIN, BECK, etc.; gatefold-cover
printed with metallic inks

€24,50

www.thekorarecords.com

29

GODSPEED YOU! BLACK
EMPOROR - Allelujah! Don't

CD

Constellation Records
CST081

2012

the BIG surprise - after many many years a new GODSPEED YOU! album, and it's
brilliant - very droney & dense, developing to ecstatic power-rock with oriental flair..

€14,50

www.cstrecords.com

3

www.unfathomless.net

bend! Ascend!
GODSPEED YOU! BLACK
30 EMPOROR - Allelujah! Don't
bend! Ascend!

Masterpiece !!

LP + 7"

Constellation Records
CST081

2012

the BIG surprise - after many many years a new GODSPEED YOU! album, and it's
brilliant - very droney & dense, developing to ecstatic power-rock with oriental flair..
the vinyl version comes with 7" (seperating two drone-tracks that are bound
differently into the album on the CD) & nice full-colour fold out poster in a gatefold
sleeve!! Masterpiece !!

€22,50

www.cstrecords.com

€10,00

www.kormplastics.nl

CD

Korm Plastics KP
3049

2012

collection of all vinyl-only releases released on AUDIO.NL by this dutch "minimal
repetitive pulses" trio (too experimental to be named techno): one 7", two 12"es, a
remix by JOS SMOLDERS and two previously unreleased tracks, all produced
1998-2000 by FRANS DE WAARD, ROEL MEELKOP & PETER DUIMELINKS; lim.
200

GREATER THAN ONE Bloodstream / Airstream

7"

Brainwashed Rec.
BRAIN003

1999

we found some NEW copies of this long forgotten 7" by this British electro / techno
duo active from 1985-1995; lim. 1027 copies, red vinyl

€6,00

33 GRZINICH, JOHN - Two Films

DVD

and/OAR and/40

2012

DVD with two soundart-films: "Sound Aspects of Material Elements" (57 min.) and
"Mimema" (24+ min), sounds were made with the help of PATRICK Mc. GINLEY
(MURMER), JIM HAYNES, HITOSHI KOJO (SPIRACLE), etc..

€14,00

Ing-On 03

2011

refined noise-compositions by this french (?) visual artists and musician, very
dynamic & with lots of details & cut-ups, to discover

€13,00

€12,00

www.substantia-innominata.de

www.waroffice.org

31 GOEM - Audio.NL

32

34

GUILLET, MICHEL - Behind
nothing

CD

35

ILLUSION OF SAFETY - Sweet
Dreams

10"

Substantia Innominata
SUB-17

2012

3-track EP by the legendary experimental project from Illinois / Chicago-area
around DAN BURKE, one of the inventors of what once was called "Ambient
Industrial", undergoing through many musical changes through their almost 30
years of existence; SWEET DREAMS is an almost psychedelic record, using many
incredible acousmatic sounds coming from field recordings & instrumental sources;
lim. 500, 3-colour vinyl with stunning artwork by TILMANN BENNINGHAUS, Berlin,
and mastering by THOMAS DIMUZIO !!

36

INNER VISION LABORATORY Insane Reality

CD

War Office
Propaganda WOP 46

2007

debut-CD for this Polish dark/electronic industrial project - cold rhythmic parts
change with more harmonic / soundscapish sections - telling a story about the selfalienated man in today's society

€12,00

2011

MAQ ITO, TOSHIJI MIKAWA & OTOMO YOSHIHIDE in live-performance (Toyko,
08/2010) on one side (feedback- & noisescape-orgy!), EDWIN VAN DER HEIDE &
TETSUO FURUDATE on the other (strange silences, hissings, noises), somehow
limited, Japan import

€15,00

€16,00

ITO & MIKAWA & YOSHIHIDE /
37 VAN DER HEIDE & FURUDATE Aoyama Noise. Live at Cay
38 JAEGER, KASSEL - Deltas
JOHANNSSON, JOHANN Copenhagen Dreams
KA-SPEL, EDWARD - Share the
40
Day / Dream Stealer
39

41

KARL BÖSMANN / THORSTEN
SOLTAU - Psych 2

42 KELLEY, GREG / OLIVIA BLOCK -

www.and-oar.org

LP

Airplane APFT2011

LP

Editions Mego emego
149

2012

first vinyl album for this interesting newcomer (and member of the GRM), known for
his albums on MYSTERY SEA; "DELTAS" is based on stone and meteorite
resonance recordings => advanced sound-art beyond easy categorization!
Mastering: ROBERT HAMPSON; Cover-art: STEPHEN O'MALLEY

LP

NTOV NTOV5

2012

soundtrack to the film "City Symphony" by MAX KESTNER; vinyl only release on
JOHANNSSONs own label, comes in gatefold cover

€21,00

7"

Brainwashed Rec.
BRAIN002

1999

yellow vinyl, comes with postcard & sticker; ONE 2nd copy in stock, excellent
condition VG+

€10,00

2012

collector's item! lim. 30 lathe cut comes in extreme & heavy weight tar / dirt /
whatever cover, totally handmade!! Two projects from the NEW german
experimental underground

€20,00

www.psych-kg.de

2011

the great OLIVIA BLOCK here in collaboration with trumpet player GREG KELLEY -

€14,50

www.erstwhilerecords.com

7inch (lathePsych.KG 079
cut) & object
CD

Erstwhile Records

4

www.editionsmego.com

Resolution
43 KÖNER, THOMAS - Novaya
Zemlya
LEGENDARY PINK DOTS 44
Crushed Mementos
LILLIOS, ELAINIE - Entre
45
Espaces
LLOYD, DALE - Organisms (for
Rolf Julius and John Hudak)
LOPEZ, FRANCISCO - Untitled
47
#275
46

LSD MARCH / MAMA BAER 48 Untitled / .... plays Amy
Winehouse
49 MACHINEFABRIEK - Stroomtoon
50

51

52

53

MACLEAN, STEVE & CHRIS
CUTLER - The Year of the Dragon
MAEROR TRI - Mort Aux Vaches:
Hypnos/Transe

MASTER MUSICIANS OF
BUKKAKE - Totem One

MEIRINO, FRANCISCO & DAVE
PHILLIPS - We are none of us

MERZBOW - Lowest Music & Arts
54
1980-1983

erstwhile 063

a very "concrete" microsound journey mixing field recordings and instrumental
sounds

Denovali Records
den148

2012

"towards a metaphysical geography" - long-awaited new album by the "deep
monolithic drone'" legend - this is the limited vinyl version, comes in gatefold-cover
& runs on 45 RPM for best quality, edition of only 350 copies on black vinyl !!

Plinkity Plonk Records
plink16

2004

historical recordings 1981-1983; last copies back in stock, special offer !

CD

Empreintes Digitales
IMED 11110

2011

debut-CD for this US American electro-acoustic composer, presenting 7 works
realized from 1998-2007; ELAINIE LILLIOS manages it to explore the blind spots of
our minds & imagination, with great care for sonic details & thoughtful concepts
behind the compositions; a real discovery !!

€13,00

www.empreintesdigitales.com

CD

and/OAR and/39

2012

organic microsounds and delicate silent field recordings, digitally processed; great
surroundings, lim. 100, fabric-pressed CD !

€14,00

www.and-oar.org

CD

Unsounds U26

2011

hearing is believing - LOPEZ works with PIANO-sounds, delivered by REINIER
VAN HOUDT; two stunning pieces going to new directions

€13,00

www.unsounds.com

do-LP

CD

LP

Domestic Violence
Recordings DVR HGA 8

CD

Nuun Climax NUUN
11

CD

ReR Megacorp ReR
SMCC1

CD

LP

do-LP

Raubbau RAUB-018

Important Records
IMPREC361

Misanthropic Agenda
MAR035

Vinyl-On-Demand
10 x LP-BOX
VOD108

eighth part in the HJULER/MAMA BÄR split LP series with 12 different artist, each
LP is limited & numbered to 177 copies with handmade cover; split-partner this time
is japanese psych-outfit LSD MARCH with very bizarre, uncategorizable recordings,
using much vocal sources, whereas MAMA BAER sings and plays guitar in a way it
will kick the last braincells out of your head...

€24,50

www.denovali.com

€10,00

€20,00

www.psych-kg.de

2012

dense new work creating a "electrically supercharged" ambient atmosphere using
glissando-drones, sinus-tones, crackles as basis..

€13,00

www.nuun-records.com

2012

very vital, innovative "art-rock" with female vocals - a new CHRIS CUTLER project
with guitarist STEVE MacLEAN

€13,00

www.rermegacorp.com

2012

re-mastered re-issue of the fourth M.T. CD that came out 1997 in Staalpaats "Mort
Aux Vaches"-series, with recordings made "live in the studio" in May 1995 at VPRO
in Amsterdam with no overdubs; three movements of raw & contemplative powerambience, symbolizing a 'different state of consciousness' = the expansion of the
mind through sound; lim. 500 with new artwork by SALT (Ant-Zen)

€13,00

www.raubbau.org

2012

re-issue of now impossible to find first LP in the "Totem-trilogy" (Conspiracy
Records 2009) by the Seattle-based collective doing their "West Coast Death Cult
Outer Space Gamelan"; experimental psyched out ceremonial muzak; feat.
members of EARTH & BURNING WITCH and guest ALAN BISHOP (SUN CITY
GIRLS); ed. of 1000

€18,50

www.importantrecords.com

2012

a "dark an unsettling audio narrative", inspired by 70's/80's horror-movies, from F.
MEIRINO aka PHROQ and the legendary Swiss Schimpfluch artist DAVE
PHILLIPS; very fascinating eerie soundscapes (no harsh noise at all) using many
unsettling field-recordings, full of tension, dynamics and strange movements, filled
with organic entities living inside the music somehow...reminds on stuff by LIONEL
MARCHETTI, etc.. vinyl-version with two bonus-tracks, lim. 200

€33,50

www.misanthropicagenda.com

2012

collection of really rare, earliest material recorded 1980-1983, either unreleased so
far or published on MC only on his first tape label "Lowest Arts & Music" and ZSF
Produkt; comes in black silkscreened WOODEN box with extensive booklet, lim.
500

€170,00

2012

5

www.vinyl-on-demand.com

55

MERZBOW KAPOTTE MUZIEK Works 1987-1993

3 x CD BOX

Korm Plastics KP
3050

2012

lovely box gathering collaboration recordings by MERZBOW and Frans de Waards
KAPOTTE MUZIEK made in the years 1987-1993, released on one MC, one LPs &
several compilations; the box also holds unreleased live- & studio-material; remastered by JOS SMOLDERS, designed by MEEUW, comes in an oversized
carton box with poster & sticker

€25,00

www.kormplastics.nl

56 MONO- For my Parents

do-LP

Temporary Residence
Limited TRR213

2012

new album for the remarkable "romantic" cinematic post-rock band from Japan;
gatefold cover with printed inner sleeves

€22,00

www.temporaryresidence.com

57 MONO- For my Parents

CD

Temporary Residence
Limited TRR213 CD

2012

new album for the remarkable "romantic" cinematic post-rock band from Japan

€13,00

www.temporaryresidence.com

do-LP

Taiga Records taiga
20

2012

absolutey awesome collaboration recordings by these two masters of experimental
sound-transformation (drums, guitar, electronics), subtle & mysterious spatial
drones, slowly developing... ; recorded summer 2011, comes with luxus-cover
(gatefold), numbered ed. 500 copies. Highly recommended!!

€31,00

www.taigarecords.com

CD

Staalplaat Muslimgauze archive
3

2012

so far unreleased material from the archives, very rhythmic, "East-Indian flavor with
a neo-Bhangra beat", lim. 700

€14,00

www.staalplaat.com

12"

The Spheres THE
SPHERES FIVE

2012

new soundtrack to JHONN BALANCE's favourite JARMAN film from 1971 - a onesided 12" (13+ min.) with a mesmerizing, highly melancholic ambient-piece (guitar,
piano, voice) based on a theme by JAMES BLACKSHAW; feat. ANDREW LILES &
MICHAEL CASHMORE, lim. 1000

€11,50

www.myrninerest.com

2012

MYRNINEREST ist DAVID TIBETS new project together with JAMES
BLACKSHAW and others; the first album is dedicated to / dealing with JHONN
BALANCE (COIL) and was released in different versions (mixes) - this vinyl edition
was mixed by THE BRICOLEUR, comes with 4 page booklet & inlay, cover painting
from JHONN BALANCE; lim. 1500

€16,50

www.myrninerest.com

€13,00

www.myrninerest.com

MUELLER, JON & JAMES
58
PLOTKIN - Terminal Velocity
59

MUSLIMGAUZE - Souk Bou
Saada

MYRNINEREST - Journey to
60 Avebury. A Soundtrack to the
Film by Derek Jarman

61

MYRNINEREST - "Jhonn",
Uttered Babylon

LP

The Spheres THE
SPHERES TWO

CD

The Spheres THE
SPHERES THREE

2012

MYRNINEREST ist DAVID TIBETS new project together with JAMES
BLACKSHAW and others; the first album is dedicated to / dealing with JHONN
BALANCE (COIL) and was released in different versions (mixes) - this CD edition
was mixed by ANDREW LILES, comes with 20 p booklet, with cover & booklet
paintings from JHONN BALANCE; lim. 2000

63 M.B. - Hibernum

CD

EE Tapes EE22

2011

new material (three long tracks) recorded 1955/1977 ("Primaveram/Aestatem"),
1978/1999 ("Autumnum"), and 2000/2022 ("Hibernum") - there's no doubt, M.B.
lives in a different space & time continuum; alien low fi drones at its best! lim. 300

€13,00

www.eetapes.be

64 NADJA & N(23) - Vomos

LP

Midira Records
MIDIRA 001

2012

split LP with material recorded live in a church (Christuskirche in Bochum,
Germany) on March 4, 2011; comes with silk screen printed cover, full colour inlay
and a download code for a NADJA remix of N's "Baukum" track; Numbered edition
of only 100 copies !!

€20,00

www.midirarecords.com

CD

Neurot Recordings
NR085

2012

10th studio album by the exceptional post-metal/hardcore outfit, five years after
"Given to the Rising", rec. by STEVE ALBINI; vinyl version follows later

€14,50

www.neurotrecordings.com

CD

Mokai M12

2002

majestic, pure & polyphonic drone-waves for contemplation; contains two versions
of "Guitar too, for four" feat. RAFAEL TORAL, KEVIN DRUMM, LEE RANALDO,
etc.. BACK IN STOCK !

€15,00

www.dragcity.com

Dead Mind Records
DMR021

2012

recorded live at Pauluskerk in Tilburg, NL, during the INCUBATE-festival 2009; lim.
300, sold out already at the label

€22,00

www.blutistzeit.nl

62

65

MYRNINEREST - "Jhonn",
Uttered Babylon

NEUROSIS - Honor found in
Decay

66 NIBLOCK, PHILL - G2, 44+/x2
67

NITSCH, HERMANN - 17.09.2009
Orgelkonzert

do-LP

6

68 ORSI, FABIO - Wannsee

LP

Ricerca Sonora RS3

2012

single-sided LP with a side-long field recording piece made at the Berlin-based lake
'Wannsee' - a very droney, slow & nostalgic daydream.. lim. 200 with colour inlay

69 PSEUDO CODE - The Third EP

7"

EE Tapes EV05

2011

unreleased material from 1981 by ALAIN NEFFE's maybe most famous project;
minimal eletronic / wave; lim. 250

€9,00

Alga Marghen plana-R
alga 40

2012

three so far unpublished tape-pieces / sound installations from 1969-1970 using
processed feedback sounds, plus two new mixes of VICE VERSA done by
EMMANUEL HOLTERBACH on the second record; pure transcension-vibes &
strange microsounds, minimal & contemplative... lim. 400 gatefold cover & 16 p.
12"x12" booklet

€37,00

70

RADIGUE, ELIANE - Feedback
Works 1969-1970

do-LP

€15,00

www.ricercasonora.com
www.eetapes.be

71 REMOTE VIEWERS - City of Nets

CD

Remote Viewers
RV10

2012

newest album by the British "avantgarde-Jazz" ensemble, thematically based
around the texts of WYSTAN HUGH AUDEN

€13,00

72 RESIDENTS - Eskimo

LP

Music On Vinyl
MOVLP589

2012

re-issue of their great album from 1979 - icy cold, mysterious & alien, our personal
RESIDENTS-favourite; a masterpieces of undefieable strange ritualistic music; 180
gr vinyl, printed innersleeves, beautiful gatefold-cover & white vinyl

€22,00

2012

"a radiator touched with hands", "maracas in the bedroom", "feet on my ceiling",
etc.. - delicate & pure field recordings made in Berlin, Paris & Helsinki, with no
further processing; on a label from Hungary that - similar to Unfathomless - is
releasing field-recording based works only; lim. 222 copies, numbered, oversized
full colour cover

€11,50

www.3leaves-label.com

2012

first full release of new project by former VRESNIT with different approach, drifting
transpersonal drone ambience, very warm & shining, for pure
contemplation/meditation, perfect if you like ALIO DIE or MATHIAS GRASSOW...
lim. 300 in very special cardboard cover with colourful "flourescence" art.... feat.
NEZNAMO & KSHATRIY as guests musicians

€13,00

www.moonsun.info

2012

newest album by the US dark ambient industrial act (kind of sister/counter-project to
FIRE IN THE HEAD) with a new direction, using for most tracks basic material from
many different artists like DANNY HYDE (COIL), JARBOE, ANNIE HOGAN,
TROUM and others, with very varied & innovative genre-crossing results (8 tracks);
excellent orchestral & moody pieces, very much worth to check out !

€13,00

www.small-doses.com

1995

rare 7" by the beloved minimal noise/drone project from (at that time) Seattle; one
side is based on source material from RUNZELSTIRN & GURGELSTOCK, the
other on recordings from a wind-sculpture on Lake Washington; ONE 2nd hand
copy in stock, VG condition

€10,00

2012

remastered re-issue with much better sound quality of one of the beautiful / long
deleted MC-only releases by SMALL CRUEL PARTY (originally on Apraxia in 1992)
- mysterious object-based dronescapes at its best (two long tracks), featuring
members of YEAST CULTURE; long overdue re-release on CEDRIC
PEYRONNET's (TOY BIZARRE) label !!

€13,00

www.kaon.org

€39,00
€13,50

www.inselkind-schalltraeger.de

73 RODEN, STEVE - Berlin Fields

74 SIYANIE - Shining of Unity

75

SKY BURIAL - There I saw the
grey Wolf gaping

SMALL CRUEL PARTY - Seminal
76
Brainpan
SMALL CRUEL PARTY - Three
77 simple Eyes of the Insect
Ancestor

78 SOLTAU, THORSTEN & THE
ELECCTENT PEOPLE Glanczpunkt Wiener Wald
79 SPIGEL, MALKA - Every Day is

CD-R

CD

3Leaves 3L013

Moonsun Productions
MS005

CD

Small Doses dose115

7"

DOM America DOM
USS 13

CD

Kaon ao12b

InselkindSchalltraeger /
MC & object Querschalltapes # 3
CD

Swim~ wm 70

2011

Nr. 3 in this unique object/tape series is by young german experimentalist
THORSTEN SOLTAU, who created a dense & surrealistic collage using
plunderphonic & backwards sounds... ; 60 sec. "endless tape" (the ones used years
ago for answering-machines) that plays a guitar loop infinitely in a row; comes in an
ultra-heavy iron box (2 kg!) with handmade engraving, numbered edition of 43
copies !!!

2012

the ex MINIMAL COMPACT singer with a great melancholic pop album, feat.

7

www.theremoteviewers.com

www.swimhq.com

like the first Day
80

SUBJECT/HUMAN DANCE - The
(almost) Insane Happy EP

81 SWANS - The Seer
82

TAZARTES, GHEDALIA - AnteMortem

83 TBC - Antisystem

84

THIS WILL DESTROY YOU Moving on the Edges

COLIN NEWMAN (WIRE) and many more guest-musicians
7"

do-CD

LP & 7"

EE Tapes EV04

2011

six rare / unreleased tracks from the 80's by two projects by "minimal wave" cultfigure ALAIN NEFFE (INSANE MUSIC label, BENE GESSERIT, PSEUDO CODE,
etc.); lim. 250

Young Good Records
YG45

2012

the praised new epic studio album (almost 120 minutes of material) - the
condensation of 30 years SWANS - standard edition

Hinterzimmer Records
hint09LP

2012

NEW Tazartes work (rec. in Paris 2010) in 23 parts, released by the excellent Swiss
label HINTERZIMMER! Now the vinyl version with bonus 7" !!

€8,50

www.eetapes.be

€20,00

www.younggodrecords.com

€25,00

www.hinterzimmerrecords.com

CD-R

Wachsender Prozess
WP24

2007

"antisystem ~ denken ~ chaos ~ parameter ~ begriff ~ freisetzen ~ vitalie manie ~
masse ~ amorph" (from the inlay); a very bassy / droney one-tracker (50+ min.)
from Hamburgs anarchic noiser Nr. 1; very minimal, dense, massive, mixed with
insect field recordings (?); not too far away from some works of FRANCISCO
LOPEZ or Z. KARKOWSKI

pic-12"

Magic Bullet MBL 131

2010

rare picture disc with two long tracks by wall-of-sound post-rockers, "sounds like
your turntable eating itself while opening up a portal to hell"

€14,50

www.magicbulletrecords.com

€7,50

85 THISQUIETARMY - Exorcisms

LP

Denovali Records
DEN 147

2012

two live recordings made at Christs Churchs Cathedral in Hamilton, Canada, 2010
& 2011; intense cathedral guitar-drones, completely improvised; lim. luxus-edition
(180gr. vinyl, thick sleeves & printed inners) as known from Denovali

€20,00

www.denovali.com

86

THOROFON - New Heroes
Essential

CD

Klanggalerie gg168

2012

re-issue of the third & last album from 2005 (the FIRST Thorofon incarnation); more
(dance)-rhythmic as before with vocals by GENEVIEVE PASQUIER; incl. bonus
material

€14,50

www.klanggalerie.com

87

TIETCHENS, ASMUS - Stupor
Mundi

CD

Die Stadt DS114 / Auf
Abwegen aatp 41

2012

re-issue of LP from 1989 (Discos Esplendor Geometrico), plus 4 previously
unreleased bonus-tracks, lim. 600 (part 14 in the ongoing series of re-releasing all
TIETCHENS vinyls 1980-1991)

€15,00

www.diestadtmusik.de

LP

Les Productions
Flourescentes
FLUOR001

2011

French trio with EMMANUEL HOLTERBACH producing a kind of hypnotic art/noise-(kraut)"rock", instrumental &spacey with long floating/droning passages, very
low-fi... "motorik soundscapes, psychedelic drones, electric hypnosis and timeless
storms"; lim. 300 copies only

€19,50

2012

the KI trilogy consists of the three albums [ENSO] (new version), [ANCIENT
SILENCE], and [SHASEKISHU] - slow & mysterious ambience with a great spatial
quality, using many object noises, drones, silences... a very own sound,
recommended!

€17,50

www.and-oar.org

€23,00

www.pan-act.com

88 TONTON MACOUTE - Mureedil

89 TURRA, LUIGI - Ki

3 x CD

and/OAR and/37

VAINIO, MIKA / KEVIN DRUMM /
90 AXEL DÖRNER / LUCIO CAPECE
- Venexia

LP

PAN Records PAN 28

2012

"Venexia" is bringing together artists from different scenes & with different
approaches: MIKA VAINIO: electronics, KEVIN DRUMM: electronics, AXEL
DÖRNER: trumpet, LUCIO CAPECE: Soprano Saxophone; comes in the typical
artful PVC sleeve

VAS DEFERENS ORGANIZATION
91 + PERIHELION - The Science of
the Impossible

LP

PURE POP FOR
NOW PEOPLE PURE
07

2011

unreleased recordings from 1997 by this project known for 10" & LP on Beta-lactam
Ring Records, here in collab. with the duo PERIHELION; "kosmische" music in a
carnival mood...handmade gatefold-cover, numbered ed. of only 200 copies

€25,00

www.ppfnp.com

2012

DAVID VELEZ captures the "psychogeography" of a certain countryside landscape
in Columbia, with an interesting mix of hazy slow-drones & more concrete elemental
sounds, melting daydreamlike acoustics from natural, human and animal sources...
fabric-pressed CD, numbered ed. 200 copies, in the typical artwork-style (beautiful
patterns from nature & natural objects) of Daniel Crokaert

€14,00

www.unfathomless.net

92

VELEZ, DAVID - Sonido
Descompuesto

CD

Unfathomless U10

8

VOGEL, MICHEL / PHILIP
CORNER / PHOEBE NEVILLE 93
Musique des Ailes / Winged
Music

LP

Ricerca Sonora RS2

94 V.A. - Islands In-Between

LP

Touch T33.2v

V.A. - Yokomono 03.5 ("triple
grooved" MERZBOW, MIKA
95
VAINIO, NO ARTIST, JAAP
BLONK, CYNTHIA ZAVEN)
96 WADA, TASHI - Gradient

97 WHITEHEAD, CHRIS - Ravenscar

LP
7"

CD

Staalplaat Yokomono 03.5
De Stijl IND 099

Unfathomless U12

2012

listen to the gongs of MICHEL VOGEL, played by him, PHILIP CORNER and
PHOEBE NEVILLE, recorded at "Archipel" (l'atelier of Polska), Paris, Oct. 3, 1999;
4 pieces of improsived gong-drone muzak, performed on gongs, bells and sound
sculptures, so far unpublished recordings, lim. 300 on black vinyl with full colour
cover w. inlay. nice document of improvised contemplation-drones

€17,00

www.ricercasonora.com

2012

re-issue of MC release from 1984 with field stunning recordings (gamelan music
and daily noises) made in Indonesia (Bali & Java), excellent quality, lim. 500

€14,00

www.touchmusic.org.uk

€12,00

www.staalplaat.com

€8,50

www.destijlrecs.com

20??
2012

two pieces of ultra minimal glissando tone/drone sculptures by the son of YOSHI
WADA; somehow limited

2012

field recordings from a small coastal village lying direct at the North Sea in North
Yorkshire, England, almost 200 metres over the Sea; recordings of wind, ocean, a
tunnel, a radar station, etc.. mainly spacey, droney, microsounding.. fabric-pressed
CD, numbered ed. 200 copies

€14,00

www.unfathomless.net

2012

the "post-TG" trio (PETER CHRISTOPHERSON, CHRIS CARTER & COSEY
FANNI TUTTI = 3/4 of TG) with two projects / albums [one is a 're-imagined
coverversion' of NICO's cultalbum "Desertshore" from 1970], based on recordings
made 2009 & 2010 in London & Bangkok before Peter's death, feat. various guest
musicians like ANTONY, MARC ALCMOND & BLIXA BARGELD, etc.. CD-version
with 12p booklet, postcard & bonus-track RELEASE DATE: 26.11.2012, PRE
ORDER NOW !

€19,00

www.x-tg.com

€26,50

www.x-tg.com

98
X-TG - Desertshore / The Final
Report

do-CD

Industrial Records

do-LP

Industrial Records

2012

the "post-TG" trio (PETER CHRISTOPHERSON, CHRIS CARTER & COSEY
FANNI TUTTI = 3/4 of TG) with two projects / albums [one is a 're-imagined
coverversion' of NICO's cultalbum "Desertshore" from 1970], based on recordings
made 2009 & 2010 in London & Bangkok before Peter's death, feat. various guest
musicians like ANTONY, MARC ALCMOND & BLIXA BARGELD, etc.. limited vinyl
version with 12" booklet & gatefold cover RELEASE DATE: 26.11.2012, PRE
ORDER NOW !

7"

Fourth Dimension
Records FDS80

2012

lim. 250 / second EP in the 4th Dim. singles club

99
X-TG - Desertshore / The Final
Report
YOUNGS, RICHARD & LUKE
100
FOWLER - Yellow Gardens

the fourth in the Yokomono-series is a uniquely mastered vinyl: three parallel
soundtracks / grooves per side were cut into the master in a way that the needle will
jump between the three tracks randomly !! REALLY a "experimental" record, use
turntable & record as an instrument! Lim. 500, clear vinyl

€7,00

www.fourth-dimension.net

the END
(is just another beginning)
.....
DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO MODERN CLASSIC Explorer 7"- vinyl-series of international artists with hand- or selfmade covers 10"- vinyl concept-series SUBSTANTIA INNOMINATA ('Sing the Song of the Unknown')
home of TRANSGREDIENT Records (the Troum-label : www.troum.com) shipping-adress: Stefan Knappe Celler Strasse 33 28205 Bremen * Germany answer-phone: x49-421-7942996
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de
www.substantia-innominata.de VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838 payments: bank-transfer, paypal, moneybookers
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